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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The current concern about caring for the gifted child
comes to us at a time of great perplexity in the growth
patterns of our nation.

Paul Witty summarizes the problem:

The most conspicuous evidence of the genius of
America is found in our capacity for many kinds of
mass production. Combines to harvest wheat, assembly
lines to manufacture automobiles--for many people
these and other things typify America. Schools in
America, too, operate on mass production. They deal
with millions of pupils and billions of dollars.
Mass production has undoubtedly fostered the welfare
of the American people; but advances in all areas of
life depend, to a very substantial degree, upon the
vision and insight of a relatively few exceptionally
able people. In our concern for improving the opportunities for the millions, we must not fail to make
provisions for those who can bring about still
greater improvement in our society. There is abundant evidence that we are neglecting our greatest
resources--gifted children and youth.l
A review of past thinking on this subject helps one to
understand the existing problem.

In 1869 the publication of

Sir Francis Galton's Hereditary: Genius fostered interest in
the gifted child, but not until later.did extensive investigations begin in this area.
several reasons.

This postponement occurred for

First, it was the common belief then that

lpaul Witty, ed., The Gifted Child, The American
Association for Gifted CliITdren (Boston: D. C. Heath Company, 1951), p. l.
l

2

the gifted were a product of the supernatural, and supernaturalism could not be explained by the laws of human behavior.

Second, such profound thinkers as Aristotle and

Freud lent support to the widely accepted belief that precocity was pathological and that only a thin line separated
genius from madness.
"genius would out.•

Third, it was also believed that
It was believed, and the belief seems

to persist, that gifted children can take care of themselves without special guidance.

CHAPrER II
DEFINITIONS
Who, then, is a "gifted" child?
ni tion of "giftedness" exists.

No one standard def i-

Many of the workers with

gifted children believe IQ to be one measurement of giftedness.

One of the most intensive and best known studies of

gifted children was conducted by Lewis M. Terman and his
associates, whose subjects were selected mostly on an IQ
basis, the lower limit beginning with a minimum IQ score of
135.2
Another research person, Leta

s.

Hollinqworth, mage

use of both objective and subjective evaluations.

Her sub-

jects were selected on the·basis of a minimum IQ score of
130, in addition to emotional maturity, social adaptability,
and physical fitness.3
According to Margaret Hill's definition, the gifted
child " • • • is that highly intelligent youngster who is
capable of doing superior work in a fraction of the time his
classmates require for doing the same work in an

av~rage_

2Marian Schiefele, The Gifted Child in the Re~lar
Classroom (Bureau of Publications, No. 12. New Yor~
Col'Uiiibia University Press, 1953), p. 1.

-

3Ibid., pp. 2-3.
3
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fashion."4
Another educational person, Guy Whipple, defined giftedness as meaning " • • • those wholesome, competent children
with sound bodies, lively ambitions--whose future, when
properly trained only fulfills the promise of early years."5
Still others, Robert Havighurst and Robert DeHaan,
classify those in the upper one percent of intelligence rank
as "first order" or "extremely gifted" and the remaining ten
percent as "second order gifted children."6
These definitions seem inclusive in Harry Baker's
thinking, that giftedness involves talents which seam exceptional:

basic elements of the personality structure as

unlearned drives and needs, bodily attributes, and aptitudes,
in addition to several derived elements of the personality
structure, such as feelings, the emotional state, the will,
temperament, morality, character and personality--all of
these are necessary to completely satisfy Baker's definition
of the gifted child.7

4:Margaret Hill, "The Teacher, the Parent, and the
Gifted Child," Guidance in the Elementary Grades {Darien,
Connecticut: Tfie Educational PUblisfiing Corporation, 1960},
p. 38.

SGuy s. Whipple, •some Features in the Education of
Gifted Children," School and Society, Vol. XII {September,
1920), pp. 175-179.
6Robert DeHaan and Robert J. Havighurst, Educating the
Gifted {Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1957), p. 1.
York:

7Harry J. Baker, E!ceptional Children (3rd ed., New
The Macmillan Company, 1959), pp. 42-56, 214.

5

Because a problem exists today, and because these educational and research people have sought to help clarify
this problem, it will be this writer's purpose to show
1) That there are definite needs for early identification of gifted children,
2) That there are some identifying characteristics of
giftedness,
3) That there are various ways of providing for the
education of the gifted, and
4) That there are important responsibilities which
should be assumed by those directly involved in the
welfare of the gifted children.
Chapter III will deal with the first purpose mentioned.

CHAPI'ER III

--

NEED FOR IDENTIFICATION

General Reasons for Identification
Some children of great intellectual ability become productive adults, but others of equal potential do not fulfill
the promise of their youth to the satisfaction of themselves
or their society.

According to Joseph French, not more than

half of the high school graduates with above average ability
enter college.

He says that the number of college seniors

could be doubled with no loss in the quality of education.a
According to research studies at the University of
Missouri, present students in the bottom quintile in colleges have practically no possibility of profiting academically from their college education.9 If this be so, it would
seem more sensible and more profitable to prohibit the lower
academic students in the secondary schools from attending
college, and to persuade and encourage those in the upper
academic scale to enroll.

Students in the Tennan Studies

with 140 IQ or more proved on the group test to have one
hundred times as many chances of qraduating with honors as
8Joseph L. French, Educatin~ the Gifted: A Book of
Readings (New York: Henry Hott &Company, 1959), pp. 2-5.
9Ibid. I P• 6 •
6

7

average IQ students.lo
Thus, evidence points to our schools becoming more
aware of the special needs of the superior student.

Aware-

ness of the needs of the gifted is becoming more widespread
because of the acute and growing shortages of professional
personnel.

Even disregarding the concern for improving

living conditions and national competition, reliable estimates show a present need to train 25,000 more engineers,
20.0,000 more new public school teache.rs, and 20.,000 more new

college teachers (and more. will be. needed .i.f. th.e .population
grows and the country develops).11 Our hopes for fulfilling
such demands .rest in the hands of a relatively few highly
gifted individuals.
The present shortage of scientists, mathematicians,
technicians, and engineers poses a two-fold threat to our
way of life..

Obvious1y,. creative individuals. are needed to

satisfy our ne.eds. for feeding . our populatio.n, .maintaining
our health, and developing our indu.stry.

Moreover, to win

the conflict over communism will require the best trained
minds we can produce.

Mediocrity will hardly win other

nations to our point of view.
Not only does the welfare of our nation depend on the
lONorma E. Cutts and Nicholas Moseley, Teaching the
Brifht and Gifted (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-

Hal , Inc., 195,),

-

p. 97.

llrhid., PP· 4-6.
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early discovery of these rare individuals, but they themselves enjoy meeting the challenges that make full use of
their capabilities.
Need for Early Identification
Not only is it necessary to identify gifted children,
but it appears that the earlier the superior child is found
and identified, the better his chances are for .optimal
achievement and satisfaction in life.
this sweeping .statement:

Cyril Woodcock makes

"Studies. show that unless appro-

priate and.. relevant edu.cational opportunities are provided
at ages three, four, or five, as much as one-fourth to onehalf of

the children's

potential is lost to themselves."12

One. sees especially in the young musicians. of the past
many outstanding ones who were recognized as precocious.
Such persons as Handel, Mozart, Chopin, Liszt, Schubert, and
Wagner were in this category; many of them played instruments
and even made public appearances at such early ages as three,
four, six, ten, or twelve yea.rs of age.13
Even today, many .precocious athl.ete.s were performing
in their teens.

Some of these. include golfer Bobby Jones,

state champion at fourteen; Sonja Henie, a world figure
12eyril W. Woodcock, "Needs of Gifted and Talented Students," School and Society, Vol. LXXXVIII (November, 1961),
pp.

413-416.

13sid.ney L. Pressy, "Concerning the Nature and Nurture
of Genius" quoted in Educating the Gifted, Joseph L. French,
ed., (New York: Henry Holt~ Co., 1959), p. 7.

9

skating champion at fifteen; baseball player Mel Ott, a professional player at sixteen; and pitcher Bob Feller, also a
professional player at eighteen.14
All of these young people developed because some person
recognized and encouraged their precocity.

Suppose that

these people had not been allowed to develop their talents
at an early age because such development was considered
•undemocratic," or because it might produce •socially maladjusted individuals,.. or because it might "exploit n the child.
Would they have reached the pre-eminence they did?

The same

discovery and encouragement must be given to qifted children.
Mr. French. aptly states the problem of early recognition in
this manner:

"No one knows how much is lost to science and

creative scholarship by holding brilliant youngsters back to
the pedestrian pace of the typical school and college.•15
14eutts and Moseley, pp. 7-9.
15French, pp. 26-27.

CHAPTER IV
IDENTIFYING CHARACTERISTia3
Contrary to the latter misconceptions about precocious
young people, the gifted children are neither "peculiar,•
•odd," "freakish," "cracked," "eccentric,n "neurotic,• nor
•unstable,• and most of them are far from being "misfits."
Generally, they have good mental health; they are amicable;
and they are intensely alert and happy.

Comparative studies

show that these superior intellectual beings are more likely
to be the largest, strongest, and healthiest of children; to
have far more interests as a group than average children;

to learn more than average children; and to learn much more
quickly than average children.

Seemingly, they are more

discriminating; they are more inventive; they are more creative; and they have a longer attention span.

They usually

mature earlier than the average child, and as they grow
older, they maintain their mental capacities as well as
their good health.16
Giftedness is not the special monopoly of any ethnic or
socio-economic or racial group; it cuts across all boundaries
16united States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Social Security Administration, Your Gifted Child,
Children's Bureau Publication No. 371 (Washinqton: O. S.
Government Printing Office, 1958), pp. 3-4.

10
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of race, color, creed, or religion.

Searchers for the gifted

will find them in schools, in churches, in slum areas, in
mountain districts, in cities, in the countrylZany place
that people dwell, the gifted children will also be found.
The teacher, according to Jack Kough and Robert DeHaan,
is an important asset in the identification of gifted children. · The teacher, through observation and comparison of
performance, can detect giftedness often missed by formal
tests.18 Valuable supplements to observations of children
are cumulative records, standardiz.ed tests, .and the use of
informal tests and other situations especially created to
help in identificati.on, including such devices .as sociometric tests, check sheets, games, and any other activities
which will provide additional information.

The whole child

needs to be studied and many sources utilized if detection
of the gifted is to be sound educationally.
Kough and DeHaan.have given some measurements for
judging whether or not a child is gifted.

If the child

learns rapidly and easily; . if . he uses comm.on. sense and practical knowledge; if he uses reason; if he thinks clearly and
recognizes relationships and comprehends meanings; if the
child retains what he hears without much drill; if he has a

18Jack Kough and Robert

17Jbid., p. 4.

with syecial Needs (Chicago:
Inc., 955}, pp. 20-21.

DeHaan, Identifzing Children
Science Research Association,

12
large and accurate vocabulary; if he is aware of many things
of which other children are not aware; if he can perform
difficult mental tasks; if he can read books that are one or
two years in advance of the rest of his class; if he is
interested in a wide range of things, asking many questions;
if he is original, using good but unusual methods; if he is
alert and keenly observant; if he responds quickly; then the
child can be considered gifted.19
Kough hastens to explain that. a. person need not have

ill

of these characte:r:istics to be intellectually gifted.

One could suspect that a child described by even a large
part of these criteria might be gifted.
Other similar lists are given in Kough's. Handbooks
for identifying children with. scientifi.c ..ability .. and. with
talents in fine arts, including .the artistic talent of drama,
music, or dance.

Children with leadership,.. special abili-

ties, or with mechanical .skills. als.o can be c.onsidered gifted.
Any child who performs

~

better than his age group in a

way or ways which give promise of a future high level attainment or a productive contribution would be Hgifted" in the
larger connotations of the word.20
19rbid.

-

CHAPI'ER V

-

PROBLEMS IN IDENTIFICATION
Despite the long list of identifying characteristics,
many problems complicate the task of searching for the gifted.

For example, from earliest childhood, children respond

to adults to win their pr.aise and their approval.

Parents

often consider their child "brilliant• if, at an early age,
he can recite poetry or memorize nursery rhymes or do any
number of •cute• things.

If he is able to "'show offn before

adults, the parents often consider him "gif.ted. •

Psycholo-

gists indicate that any child of comparable .age is probably
capable of such performances; and, hence, these nfeats• are
not marks of •giftedness" at all.

Thus, the confusion be-

tween precocity and giftedness must be resolved.
Psychologist Cathe.rine Cox Miles di.s.cu.sses . . these terms:
Gifted children must be differenti.ated from
children popularly labeled precocious. The .former
are those who have shown by objective tests to
possess to a high degre.e the tr.ait of intelligence,
or some highly valued skill. Precocious children,
on the other hand, are those who. at an earlier age
than others show behavior not necessarily of s.pecif ic merit in terms of intellectual or creative
developnent, but popularly supposed to be characteristic of adults. It is clear that the gifted may
be precocious and the precocious may be gifted, but
the two terms are not nec.es.sarily. synonymous.
A child may thus be precocious in simple surroundings who would seem no better than average and
perhaps even retarded in a superior setting. Gifted
children, on the other hand, are those objectively
13

14
certified on the basis of a generalized norm which
recognizes absolute values in terms of standard
tests. Early specific precocity may be merged even
under favorable conditions in later mediocrity.
The gifted are presumed to possess abilities that
tend to continue at a high level of competence.21
Another problem arises becauses as a child grows older
his greatest satisfaction seems to be derived from acceptance by his peers (who often resent superiority).

Thus,

the gifted child may conceal his ability to answer questions,
to follow directions efficiency, or to complete a task
quickly.

Some other reasons. for concealing his abilities

may be his lack of interest in a subject, his boredom with
drill or routine, or emotional problems •. (His ability to
perfonn may be "locked up• because of tension or_ anxiety.) 22
Gifted children.:!£ gene.ral must be distinguished from
gifted children in particular.

Not all of the character-

istics or tendencies which are generally typical of the
gifted are possessed by gifted in particular.

Neither is

it necessari.ly true that one who exhibits some of these
traits is outstandingly ubright.•23
Since individuals vary in superiority, and within each
child is an uneven development of various abilities, no
•typical• gifted child exists.

Identification then may not

2leatherine Cox Miles, "Gifted Children,• Manual of
PsScholo~, Leonard Carmichael, ed. {New York:
John
Wiley & ons,
46), p. 886.
Child

22schiefele, pp. 4-8.

23~.

15
be so evident as educational people have believed.

However,

once these gifted are discovered, educational provisions
must be made to inspire, to challenge, and to develop their
talents.

CHAPTER VI
EDUCATIONAL PROVISIONS FOR GIFTED CHILDREN
Acceleration
Special provisions for the gifted may be classified as
acceleration, special grouping, or enrichment.

The tra-

·di tional type of program of acceleration is skipping.one or

more grades.

"Acceleration is defined as any procedure

which enables a student to complete his education a year or
more earlier than the norm for his age norm," according to
Cutts and Moseley. 24
Some other methods of acceleration are early admission
to kindergarten; rapid progress,..e.g., doing three years of
work in two; college admission with advanced standing, and
early admission to college.
Skipping grades may be advantageous to the child with
superior intellect.

He may profit from keener competition,

from being able to finish his education earlier, from starting his earning power sooner, and still be better equipped
by the acquisition of knowledge from his creative years.25
Studies have shown the wisdom of early admission to
kindergarten when proper precautions have been taken to be
sure that the child is mentally and socially as mature as
24cutts and Moseley, p. 103.

16

2 5Ibid.

-
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most of his classmates. 26 When this procedure is followed,
the child gains a year in school without having to adjust
to another group.
Another way to care for early admissions is a flexible
and ungraded primary group where the child works and plays
with those who are chronologically older. than he is.

If the

teacher's observations and tests indicate that the child is
ready to join the other beginners, he then can flow to the
group in which he best fits.

The first two years of an

ungraded group may be thought of as kindergarten and reading
readiness, or as readiness and beginning reading, depending
upon whether.the structure is designed. to include kindergarten or not.

In any case, the intelligent child may spend

one year instead of two years, or two years instead of three,
whatever the case might dictate..

In this way the child

progresses with a group of children with whom he is already
socially fam.iliar.27
A s.imilar arrangement is known as combination grades,

where children from two different grades are assigned the
same room.

It has been a frequent practice, for example, to

put the most perspicacious children of the third grade with
the slowest of the fourth graders.

When the pupils from the

lower grade are with those of the upper grade, they may be
promoted with them, the same as in the ungraded group.
26 Ibid.

-

27 ~., pp. 105-107.
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Possibly, one might place the astute of both grades together
to reduce the age spread.28
To distinguish the "rapid progress" program from the
nskipping" of grades, the "rapid progress" plan covers the
whole curriculum in less than normal time.29 Intelligent
children may be grouped in a class to cover the program
rapidly, such as doing eight years of elementary work in
seven, or by doing three years of junior high work in two,
or by students attending summer school.

Still another plan

permits students to take extra courses for extra credit.
Acceleration, in any form, has faced much opposition.
Some people believe that a child's being a year or two
younger than most of his class has social disadvantages.
Many of those opposing acceleration may be basing these
"feelings" on their own experiences, which are hardly educationally reliable, since no one knows how he would have felt
had he not been accelerated.30
A

look at the time spent in preparation for the pro-

fessions furnishes a good argument for acceleration of
students.

ab~er

As an example, one can consider the training re-

quired to become a doctor.

The prospective candidate must

28~., pp. 107-108.

29Merle Sumption and Evelyn M. Lueking, Education for
the Gifted (New York: The Ronald Press Co., 1960), pp. 190-

193.

30eutts and Moseley, p. 103.
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look forward to twelve years to reach college, four years in
college, four years in medical college, a year as an intern,
at least five years more for establishing his reputation,
and possibly two years in military service.31 The doctor is
then 32 to 34 years of age before he actually is "free• in
his work.
If one takes into account that the years before age 35
are the best ones for superior creativeness, one can see a
definite advantage in speeding up . the process--a social gain
as well as a personal one..

Te.man concluded .from his studies

with the gifted that, whatever the disadvantages.of acceleration might be, they were only tempo.rary, and would even be
fewer if more intelligent students were advanced through
schoo1.32
A number of educators feel, however, that it may be
better for gifted students to enter college at the nonnal
age, with advanced standing, rather than. to enter college at
an earlier age.

This plan has already breathed.new life

into old and new schools through the Advanced Placement
Program.
Whatever the m.ethod, shortening th.e traditional period
of formal education fo.r the. gifted seems preferable.

His-

tory shows that .ex.ceptional teen-.agers who have been encour-

aged to study are capable of doing intellectual work at any
32 Ibid., p. 104.

20

age.33
Special Grouping
Another aid to the gifted might be in the fonn of
specials groupings.
a number of fonns.

Segregation or special grouping may take
The children may be brought together for

just a period a week.

In the seminar, they may discuss

their voluntary reading and choose books for the next week.
In other places, they may be brought togethe.r for a part of
each day to discuss subjects of current interests, and to do
creative work of many kinds.

In large schools, gifted chil-

dren may form a special section.

ln some large cities the

gifted are brought together in s:pecial schools. 34
One such special school program for the gifted is the
Cleveland Major Work Project.

The project in the Cleveland

Public Schools has been in existence for more than 35 years
and has been described in many magazines.

Classes are lo-

cated in a regular elementary school c;:hosen for the convenience of the situation; each class draws from several grades:
grades II, III, and IV may be in the same room.

About 30,000

elemEntary pupils have :participated in the program.

Because

secondary schools other opportunities for meeting have individual needs, approximately 250 junior high school pupils
have participated in the Major Work classes, with a.bout the
33Ibid., pp. 115-116.

34Ibid., pp. 89-91.

21

same number in high schools.35
Enriclunent
Enrichment is another positive contribution which can
be made for a gifted child.

He is in the same class with

his peers, but he is given subjects or material in addition
to the usual studies.36 When no other special provisions for
educating the gifted are made, enrichment seems to be the
only alternative.
Enrichm.e.nt involves no special classes or acceleration.
The children are kept in nonnal age-grade groups.

Any sub-

grouping takes place within the framework of the regular
classroom.

If given the opportunities which supply variety,

depth, and experiences appropriate for him, including individualized instruction, the gifted can continue to associate
with those of his own age group.
Many think that this plan is in keeping with·the social goals of our democratic culture.

Believers in this

program argue that this situation is more true to life, that
it can benefit the total development of the child, that such
provision is a part of the teacher's .no:nnal_ work, and that
all children profit from the presence of gifted children in
the regular classroom.

That there is little or no added ex-

pense and no administrative change offers attraction for

-

35rhid., p. 96.

36sum.ption and Lueking, p. 171.

22

some schools.37
37~., pp. 171-178.

CHAPrER VII
RESPONSIBILITY FOR EDUCATING THE GIFTED
Though the gifted may be identified, and identified
early; and though provisions can be made to help them; un~

responsibility is actually taken to put a program into

progress, the gifted become only a part of an educational
discussion and do not make their vital contributions to
the nation and humanity.. \\7ho is responsible for educating
the gifted?

Is the parent?

authorities responsible?

Is the teacher?

Are school

Is society responsible?

Those who have studied the needs of our country and
the needs of these exceptional children generally agree that
caring for the gifted is the responsibility

of~

persons.

If this fact be true, then parents, teachers, school authorities, and society must all assume a part in the guidance of
these superior intellectuals.
Since parents are their children's first teachers, the
child's pre-school.life depends .mostly on the teaching and
training in the home.

Parents of a. gifted child are expect-

ed to give him the sai.-ne. care and nurture as they would give
any child under their care.

First of all, the gifted child

needs to be accepted for his own sake and not to bring prestige to his oarents.

Secondly, the gifted child needs to be
23
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accepted in order that parents may guide him intelligently,
that they might appreciate him, and in order that they might
help him to realize his highest potentialities.

Lastly, he

needs to be accepted by others but still retain his individualism. 38
Parents of gifted children can help them best if they
understand the meaning of giftedness and some of the problems and difficulties which accompany it.

Some of these may

be loneliness, frustration, or misunderstandings or resentfulness by teachers or peers.39
Not only must the parents guide their child's social
adjustment, but they also must be responsible for the intellectual development of the child.

Sometimes parents can do

little about the formal education their child may receive,
but they can do a great deal to foster his informal education by encouraging him to read a variety .of books, magazines,
and other reading materials., by giving him wide. experiences,
and by providing him with .a chance to explore his special
interests, and by presenting him .with opportuni ti.es for contacting important people in the.fie.Id of his major interests.40
Parents can. al.so. play an impo.rtant. part in vocational
guidance for their child by helping him discover his assets
38French, p. 84.
40~., pp. 86-87.

39Ibid., p. 86.
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and limitations, and by helping him select a vocation which
will provide for continual development throughout life.41
Parents may have the primary responsibility for caring
for the needs of the gifted, but perhaps an even greater
responsibility rests on the teacher.

Teachers are the only

agents who have full opportunity to discover intelligent
gifted children in the rising generation.

Even though the

primary guidance interest of the teacher is educational, he
should realize that attitudes, interests, abilities, and
behavior patterns are vital factors in achieving success.42
The teacher is in a position to counsel with the parents
about learning problems and to offer advice about school
work.43
As Witty points out, "The education of the gifted
children requires gifted teachers who have the ability to
recognize giftedness, to create an atmosphere and environment favorable to its development, a.nd to provide conditions that give it a chance to develop and blossom.44
The fact always remains that the teacher is one of the
most important influenc.es in. th.e l.ife of the gifted child.
Nevertheless, muc.h depends on school administrators .and policies with respect to the education of the gifted.

The key

person in this situation is the administrative head, usually
4lrbid., pp. 87-88.

-

43Ibid.

42sumption and Lueking, pp. 142-147.

44witty, p. 113.
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the superintendent, whose job, along with that of principals,
teachers, and the Board of Education, is to administer policies to the maximum benefit of these children.

A program

supervisor in larger cities is often added to the administrative staff.

All of these people have a part in bringing

effective education to the mentally superior child. 45
However, no

progra~

is likely to succeed unless the

community supports it, because the nature and quality of
education in a community in the United Sta.tes is largely
detennined by the local unit.

If the

com.~unity

recognizes

that the gifted will enrich opportunities for the whole
community, then the community will provide for educating the
gifted. 46
Therefore, educating the gifted becomes a multiple
task involving the cooperation of everyone if a program is
to be effective.
45sumption and Lueking, p. 261.

46rbid.

CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
After reflecting about the gifted and the programs
needed for them, one mignt ask the question, Are these superior ones fortunate or unfortunate?

We can infer from our

study of gifted ones that society in general has not been
sufficiently interested in the past. in providing adequately
for their educational needs.

This may have been due to ig-

norance or superstition, or fear of.being undemocratic, or
fear of being. dominated by an elite f.ew, or for other unstated reasons--perhaps even jealously.

Whether the gifted

are considered fortunate is, in some cases, difficult to
detennine.
When we consider the ostracism, .. the loneliness, and
the unfavorable attitudes from society which some of the
gifted face, we wonder if such people are really fortunate.
When one sees the potential of such outright talents as the
gifted may have, one should classify a gifted person as
truly fortunate.
Because of such problems of identification, .as precocity, social maturity, peer acceptance, boredom from drill and
routine, emotional blocks, and the characte.ristic differences is the gifted as a group and gifted as individuals,
27
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it is sometimes hard to differentiate between the truly
gifted

an~

the seemingly gifted.

By making special provision for their education through
acceleration, special grouping, or by enrichment, we serve
the gifted, rather than letting them drift aimlessly in
under-achievement throughout life.
Finally, our ideal of mass education must include
every child, even this special minority of the population.
We in the United States have. fallen far short of the
ideal of identifying our talented and .gifted youth, and providing them with an education. adapted .to their .. capa.ci ties;
hence, we have the dire shortage of scientists., teachers,
and other professionally trained peopl.e.

Society must look

today to this most capable minority, the gifted,. in our
schools for only they can rescue. our tomorrows.
Responsibility: for developing such leadership among
talented and intellectual individuals depends upon the full
cooperation of pupils, teachers, and society if our society
is to be enriched through the gifted youth.

Special concern

rests upon the teachers.
Consider what would happen if:
All teachers made a systematic attempt to identify
all bright and talented children.
All teachers used methods that helped all children
make the most of their abilities.
All teachers continued to think, study, and experiment with the view to improve the teaching of the
bright and talented.
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All the bright and talented were educated to
apply their gifts in the service of humanity.47
Ann Isaacs summarizes everyone's responsibility:
It is to the advantage of all that caution be
exerted to prevent our gifted from being leveled
down. It is the little Bobbys (and Marys too) who
make new discoveries for the world, who preserve
peace, and advance the culture. Let us be careful
to do what we can to encourage, stimulate and motivate the gifted.48
47eutts and Mosely, p. 238.
48Ann F. Isaacs, "A Gifted Child Study," Grade Teacher,
Vol. LXVII (November, 1958), p. 135.
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